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1. INTRODUCTION 
The dependence of optimal control problems on parameters and the approxi- 
mate solutions of such problems by perturbation techniques have attracted 
considerable interest in recent years. Generally speaking, in problems amenable 
to “regular” perturbation techniques, one hopes to obtain an nth-order Taylor 
expansion in the parameter as an approximate solution to the optimal control; 
in problems amenable to “singular” perturbation techniques, one hopes to 
obtain an nth-order asymptotic expansion in the parameter, but this expansion 
is usually not a Taylor-type expansion. (For high-order practical problems n 
is typically <2.) If such approximations are applied to the system, it is natural 
to ask for a comparison of their performance indexes. In a sense to be made more 
precise later, Cruz and Werner [l] showed in 1968 that for a certain class of 
regular problems, the performance of an nth-order approximation to the optimal 
control approximates the optimal performance index to order 2n + 1; and 
this result has since been extended to other regular problems [2, 31. However, 
the proofs have always relied, in a critical way, on the Taylor expansion nature 
of the approximations, and as well on a lengthy computation of the first 272 + 1 
partial derivatives of the performance index with respect to the parameter. It 
is natural to ask whether the “quadratic” behavior of the Hamiltonian as a 
function of u, in the neighborhood of an optimal solution, might be used more 
directly to ohtain a simpler and more transparent proof. The purpose of the 
present paper is to carry through such a proof and to show that by the same 
method it is possible to treat a broad class of singular problems. 
With respect to notation, for a vector or matrix o, i ZJ j denotes the norm given 
by the sum of the absolute values of the components. The Landau 0 notation 
will be used: if h and z are variables, h : P( z means that there is a constant K ) 
such that it is always the case that / 11 / ,( Kz. If h depends on other variables, 
it is implied that K may be chosen so that this inequality holds uniformly in 
these other variables. It will be convenient to make frequent use of the following 
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version of Gronwall’s lemma (for a proof of which see [4] or almost any com- 
prehensive differential equations text): 
LEMMA 1. Let p(t) be a real continuous function and let y(t) be a nonnegative 
continuous function on the interval [a, b]. If a continuous function z(t) has the 
property that 
4) G B(t) + It 74s) 44 ds 
a 
for a < t < b, then on the same interval 
W G B(t) + It B(s) 14s) exp [ sf ~(4 dT] ds. n s 
In particular, if /l(t) s p, a constant, then 
z(t) G B exp [j,t Y(S) ds] .
This lemma will generally be applied in the case where z is a norm. 
Since it seems that the crucial characteristics of the singular case are most 
clearly discussed in light of the proof for the regular case, the latter will be 
presented first. 
2. THE REGULAR CASE 
In this section we consider a fixed-time free-endpoint optimal control problem 
for the svstem 
.t -.f(x, u, t, p) (1) 
with initial condition 
x(P) = x0 
and performance index, or cost functional, 
‘74 = j-)x, u, t, P) dt. 
Here x and u take values in Ri and R”, respectively; to and T are fixed times; 
and p is a parameter restricted to an interval [0, c] for some c > 0. The scalar 
function L, as well as each component off, is assumed to have first and second 
partial derivatives with respect to the components of the vector (x, u), and these 
functions and derivatives are assumed to be continuous on Ri+” x [to, T] x [0, c]. 
The problem P(p) refers to the problem of minimizing C(U) over all continuous 
functions u(t) on [to, T] for which a trajectory x(t) exists on the entire interval 
[to, T]. (All trajectories referred to are understood to satisfy the initial conditions.) 
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We shall make two general assumptions concerning the existence and behavior 
of solutions to P(p): 
(Al) For each p E [0, c], P(p) has a solution u,*. 
(A2) The controls u,* are uniformly bounded over all admissible t and IL. 
These assumptions are not very restrictive; sufficient conditions for such 
behavior are many and varied and may be found in the control literature. The 
following theorem is essentially the same as one given by Cruz and Werner: 
THEOREM 1. For the problem P(p) under assumptions (Al) and (A2), ;f 
{u,,} is a family of admissible controlfunctions such that u, - uU* = O(pm) uniformly 
in t on [to, T], for some positive integer m, then C(u,) - C(u,*) == O(P*?~). 
(The identification m = n + 1 should be used in relating this theorem to the 
remarks in the Introduction.) 
Proof. We denote by x, and x,* the trajectories corresponding to u, and 
4cU* respectively, and by Ax and Au the differences x,, - x,* and u, - II,*, 
respectively. The function Ax is the solution to 
AX = f (q&h u&h t, P) - f (x,*(t), Uu*(% t, 4 (2) 
with 0 initial condition at to. By the continuous dependence of the solutions of (1) 
on u and p, which follows from the standard theory of differential equations, the 
trajectories X, and x,* are uniformly bounded. By integrating (2) and applying 
the mean value theorem, it follows that there exist constants Mi and M2 such that 
Because of the uniform boundedness of the trajectories and the controls, ill, 
and M, may be chosen to be independent of CL. Now, by Gronwall’s lemma, it 
follows that Ax = Q(p*‘). 
Next we define a function 9 as the solution to the linearized version of (2) 
4 = fz*q + f,*Au 
also with initial condition 0 at to. The abbreviations f=* and fu* refer to these 
Jacobian matrices evaluated, for each y, along the optimal solution. (This 
asterisk notation will be used in the same way with other functions appearing 
below.) The integrated version of the differential equation for Ax - q is of the 
form 
Ax - q = i:fz*(Ax - q) ds + &‘(I Ax I2 + j Au I”), 
and so by Gronwall’s lemma and our estimates on 1 Ax 1 and 1 Au [ it follows 
that Ax - q = O(pzTn). 
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A comparison of the performance indexes C(u,) and C(u,*) now yields 
C(u,> - C(u,“) == s,: [&,(t), u,(t), t> PL) - -q%*(th %*(t), 4 PcL)I dt
== 
s 
t; [L,*Ax + L,*Au] dt + o(p) 
= 
I 
t; [L,*q t L,*Au] dt + O(pzn), 
where in going from the first to the second step use has been made of the mean 
value theorem. The proof will be complete when we show that the integral in the 
last step is 0, and to do this we shall make use of the usual first order necessary 
conditions for optimality. (For example, see [5].) 
The Hamiltonian for the system is 
fqx, % t, CL) = --L + pf, 
where the costate variable p is the solution to 
b =-L* - pf,* 
with final condition p( T) = 0, since this is a free endpoint problem. The integral 
in question may be evaluated as 
s,; [L,*q + L,“Au] dt = s,: [pf,“q + jq $ L,*Au] dt 
= s tr [pf,*q + L,*Au] dt + Pq I= - ST Pcj dt to to 
== s ,: [pf$*q + L,*Au - pf%“q - pf,*Au] dt 
=-s 
T 
H,*Au dt 
to 
ZzI 0, 
where in the final step the necessary condition for optimality, H,* = 0, has 
been used. Tllis completes the proof. 
3. THE SINGULAR CASE 
In this section we develop analogous rest&s for a control system governed by 
state equations 
k = f (x, y, u, t, t”), 
py = &, y, u, t, CL), 
(3) 
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with initial conditions 
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X(P) = x0, 
y(t”) = YO, 
and performance index 
Here x, y, and u take values in Ri, Rj, and Rk, respectively; to and T are fixed 
times; and ,u is a parameter restricted to an interval of the form [0, c]. The 
function L, as well as each component off and g, is assumed to have first and 
second partial derivatives with respect to the components of the vector (x, y, u), 
and these functions and derivatives are assumed to be continuous on 
Ri+jQ' x [to, T] x [0, c]. The problem P”(p), for p > 0, refers to the problem of 
minimizing C(U) over all continuous functions u(t) on [to, T] for which a 
trajectory (x(t), y(t)) exists on the entire interval [to, T]. 
As in problem P(p), we make two general assumptions concerning the exis- 
tence and behavior of solutions to &CL): 
(al) For each p E (0, c], p(p) has a solution u,,*. 
(a2) The controls uU* and their corresponding trajectories x@* and yU” 
are uniformly bounded over all admissible p and t. 
In determining approximate solutions to P(p), it is generally desirable to 
exploit the irregular dependence of the system equations on p in the limit as 
/” + O+. Such a perturbation of the parameter is called a singular perturbation. 
It effectively reduces the order of the system, since the “degenerate equation” 
0 -= g(s, y, u, t, 0) 
may generally be used to solve for y in terms of the other variables. The applica- 
tion of singular perturbation techniques to determine asymptotic solutions to 
p(p) by use of low-order models alone has been an area of considerable recent 
research; see, for example, [6-lo] and the references therein. In light of the hypo- 
theses under which many of these methods are applicable, it is appropriate for us 
to make one additional assumption concerning the solutions to P(p): 
(A3) There exist constants (Y and (T > 0 such that for every 
t E [to + cyp, T - ap] and p E (0, c)* 
each eigenvalue h of the Jacobian matrix g,(x,*(t), y,,*(t), x,*(t), t, 1”) satisfies 
Re X < -- 2~. 
This stability assumption is satisfied, for example, in systems treated in 
[7-91, where the Jacobian matrix is independent of p and satisfies the condition 
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Re h < -2a on all of [to, T]. (See also [lo].) The allowance of a short interval 
at each end in which g,* may not be a stable matrix is intended to allow for 
controls which steer the system to or from a stable region near the endpoints. 
The analog of Theorem 1 may now be stated for p(p): 
THEOREM 2. For the problem p(p) under assumptions (Al), (i?2), and (&), if 
(u,} is a family of control functions such that u, - u,* = B(pm) uniformly on 
[to, T] and if further the corresponding trajectories x, and yu also satisfy 
xu - x, * -2 O(p) and yU - yy* = c(p) uniformly on [t”, T], for some positive 
integer m, then C(u,) - C(u,*) == QPn). 
It is possible to give conditions under which the condition u, - u,* = S(P’~~) 
implies the corresponding condition on the trajectories, but as this part of the 
analysis is almost always intimately connected with the determination of the 
approximating controls u, themselves, it is more appropriate for the content of 
the present paper to give the more general assumption. 
The proof of Theorem 2 may be accomplished in a manner similar to that of 
Theorem 1, except that the analog to the estimate on Ax - q must be obtained 
by more intricate methods, depending heavily on the stability hypothesis (A3). 
It is useful to develop these methods in terms of the general linear system 
on an interval [tI , t2], where x, 7, a, and b are vectors and A, B, C, and D arc 
matrices, all of whose components are continuous. The fundamental matrices 
of the systems ti = A(t, cl) n and p?j = D(t, p) 7 will be denoted by Y(t, s, II) 
and @(t, s, CL) respectively. While the functions v and 7 certainly depend on CL, 
it will be convenient to suppress p as an argument and to write them simply as 
functions of t. The initial conditions n-(tI) and 7(tI) will also be considered to be 
functions of p. The letter &Z will be used to denote a uniform bound on the 
norms of A, B, C, and D. The following lemma, whose proof was originally 
given in [I I], is fundamental to many results in singular perturbation theory: 
LEMMA 2. If there is a constant (T > 0 such that for every t E [tI , t,] and 
p E (0, c] each eigenvalue X of D(t, p) satisfies Re X < -2a, then there exists a 
constant KI such that 1 @(t, s, CL)/ < K,e- o(t-a)lu for a S s < t < b and p E (0, c]. 
The constant KI depends only on a and M. 
Lemma 2 will be used in the proof of the following: 
LEMMA 3. If in addition to the hypothesis of Lemma 2 there exists a constant Kz 
such that the functions I a(t, p)I and I b(t, p)i are uniformly <K,~“~ on [tI , tP] 
and if also the initial conditions 1 n(tI)l and ! q(tg)! are <KzpLm, for some positive 
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integer m, then there exists a continuous function h on [0, 03) depending only on 
K, , u, and M, such that ] x(t)\ and j q(t)] are uniformly <h(t, - tl) pm on 
Ch > t21. 
Proof. From the variation of parameters formula, 
n(t) = W, t, , P> +) + 1: W, s, CL) MS, P) ~(4 + a(s, ~11 4 
@> =z @(t, t, , P) v(tl> -t U/CL) s,: @(t, s, CL) [W CL) 4s) + 4, ~11 &
(4) 
and the first of these may be used to eliminate n(s) from the second, yielding 
v(t) = w, t1 7 PI ?Pl) + 4 + 4 + 13 + 4, 
where 
t, s, P) C(s, P) W, t, > P> +d 4 
@ ( t, s, p) C(s, CL) Y(s, Q-> P) 47, PL) d7 ds, 
14 = (1 /P) j-1 @(t> s, I*-) b(s, PCL) ds. 
The double integral I, is the only one containing the function 7~ itself. By 
interchanging the order of integration and then relabeling the variables of 
integration, it follows that 
I2 = J;: [ (I/CL) s, t @(t, 7, P) (77, CL) ‘J’(T> s, P  dT] % P) ~(4 ds. 
Lemma 2 and the bound M may be used to conclude that 
I, < K4eM(‘2-“) I 
t 
t, I 7iWl 4 
where K4 depends only on M and o; the exponential factor results from bounding 
1 Y j . Similarly, it is easy to see that 
1 T(t) - I2 [ < K5eM(t2-t1)pm 
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for some constant KS depending only on M, u, and K, . Consequently we now 
have 
from which Gronwall’s lemma leads us to the continuous function L(T) z 
KS exp[Mr + K4reMT], finally depending only on K, , 0, and M, such that 
I 7(t)] < &t, - tr) pm on [tl , t,]. From (4) it is clear that there exists such a 
function also for / 7r(t)l , and so we simply let h denote the pointwise maximum 
of these two functions. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
It is now possible to prove Theorem 2. The functions Ax r= xI1 - xS* and 
Ay -yu - yu* are solutions to the system 
A.2 = f(x,z(t), y,(t)> u,(t), t, P> - .0x,*@), y,*(t)> u,*(t), t, CL) 
4; = &u@), YA %&u(t), 4 P) - &u*(t), Y,*(t), uu*w, t, CL) 
(5) 
with initial conditions 0 at to. We define q and T as the solutions to the linearized 
versions of (5), that is, as the solutions to 
4 = f&,*(t), Y,*(t), u,*(t), 4 CL) 4 +.&(x,*(t), Y,*(t), u,*(t), 4 CL) r
+L&,*(O> r,*(t), u,*(t)> t, P) Au, 
Pf = g&ll*(t)T r,*(t), u,*(t), 4 CL) 4 + g&,“(t), Y,*(t), U,*(t), 4 EL) r 
+ g&,*(t), r,*(t), u,*(t), f, CL) 4 
also with 0 initial conditions. The differences Ax - q and Ay - r are solutions to 
(Ax L q) =f,*(Ax - q> +f,*(Ay - r> + 4, CL), 
P(AY L r) =g,*(Ax - 4) +a,*@~ - ~1 + b(t, CL), 
with 0 initial conditions. The functions a and b, both being 0(/ Ax I2 + j Au 1”) 
by the mean value theorem, are therefore both CO(P~~). We wish to show that 
(Ax - q) and (Ay - r) are both 1?$2~) on [to, T], and to do this it is convenient 
to treat separately the intervals [t O, to + a~], [to + V, T - tip], and 
[T - +, T]. The first and last of these are treated by elementary methods, and 
Lemma 3 will be applied on the middle one. 
An elementary bound on the fundamental matrix @(t, S, EL) of a system of 
the form ~2 = H(t, CL) z is ; @(t, S, p)I < K6ex7(t--s)/w where K6 and K, depend 
only on a bound for I H I . Consequently, @ is bounded, independently of CL, 
on intervaIs of length <a~. The variation of parameters formula therefore 
implies that Ax - q and Ay - Y are both U(p’“) on [to, to + a~]. We may now 
make use of Lemma 3, since the initial values at t, = to + c+ have been shown 
to be O(pPm) and since the continuous function h is bounded on [0, T - to], to 
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extend the estimate fi($“) to the interval [to, T - a~]. The same argument that 
was used on [to, to + 01~1 now enables us to extend the estimate O(pcln) to the 
entire interval [to, T]. 
Now we are able to estimate the difference in the performance indexes: 
C(u,) - C(u,*) = fT LW,(t), r,(t), u,(t), t, PL) - W,*(t), r,*(t), U,*(t), t, ~11 dt 
* 10 
= I ,I [L,“Ax + L,*Ay i- L,,*Au] dt + fi($n*) 1 
==- 
I 
= [L,y*q(t) + Ly*r(t) + L,,*Au] dt + lQzm). 
to 
It suffices to show that this last integral is 0; and as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
this will follow from the optimality of u *. In particular, the Hamiltonian is now 
given by 
w, Y, $1 j P, 1 % 4 PI = --L + P,f + P2ih 
where the costate variables pi and p, are the solutions to 
61 =Lz* - Plfz* - P2.&*:t(? 
j2 = L,* - p,f,* - Pe&*lC1? 
with final conditions 0 at t = T. We shall again make use of the necessary 
condition Z&* z 0. The integral in question may now be evaluated: 
s 
’ [L,*q + Lyfr + L,*Au] dt 
to 
= s tr ([~,fz* + Pzgs*/,ul 4 + hf,* + m,*::pl r + Lx*4 dt 
+ Cm i ~2~1 1: - i: [PIN + ~291 dt 
f 
T 
=- H,*Au dt 
9 
= 0, 
where use has been made of the 0 initial conditions on q and r and the 0 final 
conditions on p, and p, . This completes the proof. 
It should be noted that singular perturbation techniques are well known for 
systems which do not satisfy the rather strong stability hypothesis (63); see, 
for example, [lo, 12, 131. Using the approach of this paper, it may be possible 
to develop analogous results for some of these systems. 
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